






ZERO CONDITION BASED
(SCIENTIFIC FACTS AND TRUTHS)

Words showing conditions: when, unless, until, till, if , in case, before, after ,as soon as etc.

IF+ PRESENT INDEFINITE…PRESENT INDEFINITE

EXAMPLE:

IF YOU THROW AN OBJECT 

UPWARD,IT COMES DOWNWARD 

AUTOMATICALLY.



FIRST CONDITION BASED

IF+ PRESENT INDEFINITE (V1)… FUTURE INDEFINITE(WILL/SHALL+V1)

EXAMPLE:

1. If you start reading newspaper 

regularly,  you will become master in 

English.

2. If you complete your homework, you 

can play cricket.



SECOND CONDITION BASED

IF+PAST(V2) INDEFINITE …  WOULD +V1

EXAMPLE:

1. If you started reading newspaper regularly,  you would 

become master in English.

2. If you invested your money in the project, I would help you.

3. If I found her address, I would send her an invitation.



THIRD CONDITION BASED

IF+PAST PERFECT(HAD+V3)….. WOULD HAVE+V3

HAD +SUB+ V3….. WOULD +HAVE +V3

EXAMPLES:

1. If you had invested your money in the project , I would have 

helped you.

2. Had you invested your money in the project, I would have 

helped you.

3. If you started reading newspaper regularly, you would have 

become master.

4. If I had found her address, I would have sent her an invitation.



Explanation:

In an imaginary sentence having words like, 

wish / as/ as though/ as if/ if +verb( past+ plural)

Replace ‘get’ by ‘got’

I wish all your problems get solved soon.



Replace ‘would’ by ‘will’

If the organisations provide flexibility to women 

employees to work from home , it would make 

them more comfortable.



Explanation:

It is time/it is high time/ it is about time + SUB+V2.

Replace ‘have taken’ by ‘took’

It is about time you have taken your children to 

school.



Replace ‘had not given’ by ‘did 

not give’ .

The teacher had not given any decision until he had 

studied the case.



If two task occurred in the past one after the other.

First completed action (past perfect had+v3)

second completed action (past indefinite V2).



Rahul behaves as if he were the master of this 

house.

In an imaginary sentence having words like, 

wish / as/ as though/ as if/ if +verb( past+ 

plural)



Replace ‘Looked’ by ‘look’

This room would(A) looked much better(B) if you put 

the furniture(C) in that corner(D)no error(E).

V1 V2 V3

Put Put Put



Companies must treat social channels to recruit employees in 

case they didn’t get the best talent for their companies.

ANS: 

Replace didn’t by ‘don’t’ 



ANSWER -PART(B)

EXPLANATION

Use had before received

Most people would have attended the union 

meeting, if they received a longer notice of it.  



If he saw your father , he would have stopped 

there

ANSWER -PART(A)

EXPLANATION

He would stop there.



Had there be(A) an opportunity I would have 

availed it..

ANSWER PART (A)

EXPLANATION

Replace ‘be’ by ‘been’.








